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RESPONSE OF FOE /AUDUBON TO LICENSEES'
FIRST SET OF IRTERROGATORIES AND .

DOCUMENT REQUESTS UNDER COMMISSION
QUESTION 1 TO INTERVENORS

1. Define, as used in Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board (Board) Contention 1.1, " risk" and "high safety risk,"

and state the level at which a risk becomes a high safety
.

risk.

RESPONSE:

FOE /Audubon can provide an analysis of risk situations,
but cannot define how the Board used " risk" and "high safety
risk" in Contention 1.1.

For any policy you have a risk curve which may be
characterized as a function from possible scenarios to ordered
pairs consisting of an assignment of probabilities and an
assignment of loss. The expec ted risk, according to a risk
curve or function is the sum of the products of the probabil-
ities for each scenario.-

FOE /Audubon presumes that the concept of "high safety
risk" is related to the concept of acceptable risk, for which
see our answer to interrogatory no. 6, below.

The foregoing analysis of risk was provided by FOE /
Audubon expert witness, Isaac Levi, for whom see answer to
interrogatory no. 9.
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Provide ~all dbhume,nt$ hich contain and/ch pertain
,

2.
p- , . >

to evaluations or criticisms of the lic'e$,sces'
,

Indian Point! r< ,, +

,#Probabilistic Safety' Study. ; j '
/ /

1,* 'ye e a.

RESPONSE: W'
,

, < + e.
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NUREG/CR-0400 " Levis Commitkee Report"4 * ' ,'
1 4 , , - i. >

,

Review of the: dion Probabili%dic Safe'tyj Study pdrformed by
NRC contractors ?.Sandia an,'d B. roo. khaver./ Labs.

.

<
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,

/
These documents are avaMable" to;,the licensees from the NRC.
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3. State,whether intervenors believe that ':he use of~

j,

<> s

probabilistic risk assessment methodology in evaluating the
't

risks to the public posed by| nuclear power' plancs,is an
.

J 8
-

appropriate method of revaluating such rirks. '

,, , - 7
,

RESPONSE: ' ,/' ji*
"

FOE /Audubon be ieves ~ that probabili. c risk assessment
is an appropriate method for eval.vstingIrisks posed by
nuclear powar plants provided that' appropriate methodology
is used and that the assessment of- probabilities sarranted
by availabig data are sufficiently: definite. so .that rankings.

of.the.policyroptions with.respdcb to expected,utilit'ies is
clear. >

'

(Seg, Isaac Levi, " Assessing Accident Risks in U.S.
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants; Scientific Methed and the
Rasmussen Report", Social Research, Vol. 48, p.,395-408.

'
,
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4. If thei answer to Interrogatory No. 3 is~no, Estate
( *

i,.

the basis for that answer and provide all documents which
'

1. sasupport that answer. ' ff j,; i
i. - ., i-

RES$ONSE: Not Applica'71e.
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5. Specify the intervenors' self-generated evaluations

or criticisms of NUREG-0850 ( Preliminary Assessment of Core

Melt Accidents at the Zion and Indian Point Nuclear Power

Plants and Strategies for Mitigating Their Ef fects), and

provide all documents which contain and/or pertain to such

evaluations or criticisms.

~

RESPONSE: None.

6. Specify the degrees of risks enccmpassed in Board

Contention 1.1 which are acceptable to intervenors.
__

RES PONSE :

For any given policy you have a risk curve which may
be characterized as a function from possible scenarios to
ordered pairs consisting of an assignment of probabilities
and an assignment of loss. The expected risk, according to
a . risk curve or function is the sum of the products of the
prc'cabilities and losses for each scenario. A risk assessment
for a given policy is a convex set of permissible risk curves
each of which is permissible to use in assessing expected
risk. The security level for a given policy is the loss
associated with that scenario incurring the greatest loss.
Given a set U of alternative policies, an option X in U is
C admissible if and only if it bears minimum expected risk
among all options in U. An option is S admissible if an
only if it is E ad.missible and its security level incurs
minimum loss among all E admissible options. Choices
should be restricted to S admissible options.

This analysis is based on the work of Isaac Levi. See,
his The Enterprise of Knowledge, MIT Press, 1980.

.

7. Provide all documents which refer or pertain to

non-nuclear risks in the vicinity of the Indian Point units.
|
|

RESPONSE:

FOE /Audubon is not aware of any.

(
_ _ _ _ _ _ - __ _ _ _ _ _ _
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8. Specify the maximum level of radia' tion to which the
public may be exposed without harm.

RESPONSE:

There is no harmless dose of radiation; any exposure
increases a person's risk of cancer.

See, Radiation and Human Health, by John W. Gofman, M. D . ,
Sieera Club Books, 1981.

9. With respect to each person whom the intervenors

intend to call as a witness regarding Commission Question 1
in this proceeding:

identify by name, address and affiliation eacha.

such person;

b. state the educational and professional back-

ground of each such person, including occupation and

institutional affiliations, publications, and papers;

c. identify the contention as to which each such

| ' person will testify;

|
d. describe the nature of the testimony which

will be presented by each such person, including an

identification of all documents which the person will

rely upon in the testimony; and
1

'

e. identify by court, agency, or other bcdy, and

by proceeding, date, and subject matter all prior

testimony by each such peison,

1

I

|
|

, _ - - - . , .-- - _ _m
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RESPONSE:

a. 1. Isaac Levi, Columbia University, New York, N.Y.
2. Daniel Pisello - see previously submitted testimony
3. Richard Piccioni - see previously submitted

testimony.

b. Levi - curriculum vitae and bibliography are attached.
Pisello- see previously submitted testimony.
Piccioni - see previously submitted testimony,

c and d. Levi will testify on methodological defects
in the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study
and set forth appropriate decision making rules
for the circumstances at Indian Point.
Pisello and Piccioni will provide additional
information on the serious consequences which
could flow from major accident at Indian Point.

e. Levi - none
Pisello and Piccioni - they cannot be reached before

this reponse is due. The information, if any, will
be subsequently provided to the licensees.

Should FOE /Audubon have additional witnesses, a supplemental
response to this interrogatory will be submitted.

10. Identify all other persons not included in Inter-

rogatory No. 9 who have assisted in preparation of any

analyses or testimony for this proceeding,.r

j RESPONSE: None.
t
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85. Specify the type of nuclear accidents or accident

scenarios which form the basis of FOE /Audubon Contention I,

and quantify the probability of the occurrence of each acci-

dent.

RESPONSE:

Any accident type which may involve the release to the environment

of substantial quantities of long-lived radioisotopes from the core of

the reactors at the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Station, from

any one or all of the spent fuel storage pooh, from contaminated

spent resin beds and filters, or from any other source of radioactivity

stored on site can form the basis of FOE /Audobon Contention I. The

results of calculations based on a PWR-2 type accident as defined

in WASH-1400 have been submitted as an example. This example is

by no means the worst case possibility.in terms of long term

contamination.

FOE /Audubon does not have the capability of quantifying
the probability of such accidents

86. Provide all documents which contain and/or pertain

to reports or calculations performed by Dr. Daniel M.

.
Pissello and/or Dr. Richard G. Piccioni on radiological

risks from an accident at Indian Point, or which were

referred to or relied upon by Dr. Pissello and/or Dr.

Piccioni in performing such calculations.

RESPONSE

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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The core inventory assumed in the calculations was taken from

the American Physical Society (APS) review of the Draft WASH-1400

in Reviews of Modern Physics (Vol. 47, Suppl. 1;o. 1, pp. 5-94 - 5-111)

Table XXXIV. This inventory has greater quantities of long-lived

isotopes than the inventory contained in WASH-1400 Table VI 3-1.

The WASH-1400 inventory is the minimum possible in a reactor of

1000 MW(e) size operating for more than three years.

Release fractions used were those given in WASH-1400 for the PWR-2 *

type accident in Table V 2-1.

The wedge model used for the calculation of atmospheric dispersion

and surface deposition is the same as is used in the APS review of

Draft WASH-1400. In this model the area density of the i

radionuclide deposited on surfaces in the path of the plume is given byr

e (r,t) =Qh8 exP(-kr)r~ exp(-kt)g gd

where h " # " ' ^ ^d d

r is the distance downwind from the release point

t is the time after release
.

Q is the quantity of the i isotope released

H is the mixing height

u is the wind speed

e is the angular width of the plume
.

v is the deposition velocity and

kistheradiologicaldecayconstantforthei isotope.
The external whole body dose rate from surface' deposited ga=ma

emitters was calculateAl by multiplying the area density of'each deposited

radionuclide by the appropriate dose conversion factor and summing

over all radionuclides. The dose conversion factors were obtained

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
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from USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.109, Table E-6. No shielding or antishielding '

corrections were applied. The integrated whole body external dose.was

obtained by integrating the dose rate over time.'

The 50 year dose to the bone of an individual from the inhalation

2

of resuspended strontium-90 and transuranics was calculated as a function

'
of distance r from the release point, and age t* of the individual at

the beginning of exposure using the formula:

dt ' c(r,t' ) KB (t ' +t*) A (t' +t*) (1-exp (-50h,gg) ) ~D(r,t*) = dt
0 0

x )(,ffexp(-1,gg(t-t'))
.

where K is the resuspension factor, B(t) is the breathing rate as

a function of age, A(t) is the 50 year dose commitment per unit of

inhaled radioactivity as a function of age at the time of inhalation,

and1,gg is the biologically effective elimination constant. The functions,

B(t) and A(t) are given in Regulatory Guide 1.109 as piecewise constant

functions with jump discontinuities at ages 1, 11, and 17 years in

i
I Tables E-5, E-7, E-8, E-9 and E-10. The infant breathing rate, not
I

given in Table E-5, was estimated at one third the childhood rate given

there. In distributing the 50 year dose over time only radiological

decay and biological elimination were taken into account. The change

in bone mass and geometry with age was neglected. Including these

effects would increase the calculated dose and dose response in infants,
.

children and teenagers by shifting a greater portion of the 50 year

;

i dose commitment to the earlier part of the 50 year period. The

effective half-life was obtained from Bunch (1971) .

The 50 year dose 5 rom ingested strontium-90 in milk produced at

a distance r from the release point downwind in the plume path as

~

a function of age at the start of the exposure period was calculated

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _. . _ . ._ _
--- _ _ _ _ . -_ .
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with the formula:
50 t
f dt ht'c(r,o)M(t')R(t'+t*) A(t'+t*) (1-exp(-50X ))

~

D (r , t* ) =

0 0

ggexp (-{fg (t-t ' ) )x

where A(t) is the 50 year dose commitment per unit of ingested

strontium-90, R(t) is the consumption rate of calcium, and M(t) is

the concentration of strontium-90 per gram of calcium in milk produced

on contaminated land at time t after the contaminating incident per

unit of surface contamination. The function

M (t) = 9 (t) 0 (1-t) O .68+0 (t-1) 9 (2-t) 0. 24+9 (t-1) 0.18exp (-0.12t)

in units of picocuries of strontium-90 per gram of calcium given in USDOE

EML-395, November 1, 1981 page I-38. The piecewise constant function

A(t) representing 50 year dose commitment to bone per unit of strontium-

90 ingested as a function of age at the time of ingestion is obtained

from Regulatory Guide 1.109 Tables E-ll, E-12, E-13 and E-14.

In calculating the length of time that the New York City Catskill

water supply would remain above the MPC for drinking water, we

assumed (1) that the fraction of radioactivity deposited by rainout

in the catchment area entering the reservoirs equaled the average annual runoff
divided by the average
annual rainfall for the catchment area, (2) that the radioactivity was

distributed homogeneously throughout the volume of the reservoirs,

(3) that the concentration was reduced over time by radiological decay
.

and by draining and replenishment with pure water according to normal.

usage. The rate of decrease of concentration of the i isotope Cg

is given by

dc

=-kC-(R/V)Cg
dt

where(istheradiologicaldecayconstant,Ristheaveragevolume

. _ _ _
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per unit time through-put and V is the capacity of the system. The

average runoff to rainfall ratio used was 0.54. The time at

which the composite concentration goes below the composite MPC for

all dissolved radionuclides is given by

1= C (t)/MPC .

87. Specify the assumptions of Dr. Daniel M. Pissello

and/or Dr. Richard G. Piccioni regarding operator action (s)

which form the bases of the calculations described in
Interrogatory No . 8 6.

RESPONSE:

No operator actions are assumed that enhance or diminish the
i

release fractions for PWR-2 given in WASH-1400.
I
i

.

!

38. Define contamination as used in FOE /Audubon Con-

tention I.

RESPONSE:

Contamination as used in FOE /Audobon Contention I is defined
,

as residual radioactivity in the environment or on objects at levels

exceeding normal background radiation from natural sources.
.

.

89. Specify the geographic areas described in the

basis for FOE /Audubon Contention I for which contamination
is assumed, and provide all documents which contain such

information.

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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RESPONSE 8

No geographical area is assumed to be contaminated. It is

|
assumed that contamination can be calculated using the accident

consequence model described in submitted testimony of Pisello and

Piccioni and in the answer to interrogatory 86.

90. State how long the areas described in Interroga-

tory No. 89 are assumed to be contaminated, and provide all

documents which contain such information.

RESPONSE:

No assumption is made as to the length of time that land is

contaminated. It is assumed that the time dependence of land

contamination can be calculated using the accident consequence

model described in submitted testimony of Pisello and Piccioni

and in the answer to interrogatory 86.

91. Specify the type (s) and quantity of radioactive

particles which remain in a transportable state for two
weeks or more after release, and which pose a threat to the

' health of wildlife, and specify the distance such particles

will travel.

RESPONSE:

I
,
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The quantity of radioactive particulates released is

calculated using the accident consequence model described in

submitted testimony of Pisello .snd Ficcioni and in the answer

-6 -1
to interrogatory 86. A resuspension factor of 10 m has been

assumed.

92. State the basis of the belief that 10% of the
particles described in Interrogatory No. 91 may spread far
beyond the site of contamination, state the dispersion fac- -

tors used in calculating this percentage, and provide all
documents which contain and/or pertain to such calculation.

RESPOfSE:

For the basis of said belief see Table 3 in "Resuspension

of Particulate Material From Surfaces", by K. Stewart, in
,

Fish, B.R., ed., Surface Contamination: Proceedings of a

Symposium held at Gatlinsburg Tennessee, June, 1964, Pergamon

Press. In Table 3, the estimated half-life for a contaminated

zone, assuming a deposition velocity less than 1 cm./sec., and

an initial resuspension factor of 10-S -1 as in WASH 1400,m

Appendix E of Appendix VI, is 40 Days.

93. Regarding the particles described in Interrogatory
No. 91, specify the probabilities of the occurrence of a,

radioactive release resulting in the amount and distance-

traveled which are stated in the response to Interrogatory
No. 91.

RESPONSE:

See answer to interrogatory 85.
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94. Specify the type (s) of property damage resulting

from the transport of the particles described in Interroga-

tory No . 91.

RESPONSE:

The property may become unusable for any purpose.

95. Specify the degree to which the New York City
,

potable water supply will be contaminated by the immediate

release of radiation from Indian Point and by the particles
described in Interrogatory No. 91.

RESPONSE:

See testimony submitted by Pisello and Piccioni and

answer to interrogatory 86.

'

96. Specify the radioactive isotopes which have long

half-lives and are released during serious accidents, and
state how long each will remain in the environment and con-

taminate food and water supplies.

RES PONSE :

The quantity of Q (t) the i radionuclide available in thet

environment at time t after the release is given by-

exp(-kt)Q (t) =Qg

where Q is the quantity of the i radionuclide initially released.g

1

- _. _ . _ _ , _ _ . . _ _
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97. Specify the types of nuclear accidents or accident

scenarios which form the basis of FOE /Audubon Contention II,

and quantify the probability of the occurrence of each acci-

dent.

RESPONSE:

Same as answer to interrogatory 85.

98. Define " substantial and irreparable harm" as used

i in FOE /Audubon Contention. II.
1

1 RESPONSE:
.

Irreparable means that no effective correcti;ie actions can be applied.

Substantial harm to .living creatures means that the harm manifests

itself in an individual c:eature for a period of time which is not

negligible compared to the characteristic times of affected life .

processes. Substantial harm to the non-living environment means

damage that will cause substantial harm to members of the living

environment.

99. Specify the harm which would result from an acci-

dent at Indian Point to:

a. wildlife, listing each animal considered;
i

b. aquatic life in the Hudson River, listing each
living creature considered;

aquatic life in other waterways, listing eachc.

waterway considered;

1

l

|
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d. agricultural lands, listing each geographic
area considered;

private property, listing each geographic areae.

considered; and

f. public recreational lands, listing each area

considered.

RESPONSE: (for d., e. & f., see answer to interrogatory 100)

The radiation dose experienced by wild animals living in a

natural e'vironment contaminated by particulate radionuclides fromn

a reactor accident would be at lea'st as great as the dose experienced

by humans consuming food from agricultural land contaminated to the

same extent. In natural environments an even greater fraction of

the primary productivity of the land is consumed by animals and
.

the radionuclides in question will be transferred from one trophic

level to another much as they are transferred from agricultural

crops to humans. Very little is known of the dose response relationships

for the literally thousands of af'fected animal species,

however, there is no question that ionizing radiation from externally ~

deposited and ingested radionuclides will cease somatic and genetic

damage. The question is only the level of contamination and therefore

the radius from the release point at which effects become difficult
.

,
'

or impossible to detect. It follows that this interrogatory is

equivalent to a request for a list of all living organisms, aquatic

and terrestrial, which inhabit regions within an unspecified radius

of the Indian Point facility.

I

l

i

, __ _ . _ _ . _ . . - - - - -- -- .-- - ---
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100. Specify the "many surrounding areas" described in

FOE /Audubon Contention II which will be abandoned in the

event of a serious accident at Indian Point.

RESPCNSE:

Depending on meterological conditions and the

+ quantity of radioactive material released "many surrounding areas"

can mean parts of New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, including New

York City and Long Island and possibly regions at an even greater

distance from Indian Point.

101. State the probability of the occurrence of the

event described in Interrogatory No. 100, and provide all

documents which contain and/or pertain to the calculation

thereof.

RES PONSE :

See answer to interrogatory 85 and testimony of Dr.
Beyea and Mr. Palenik.

102. Define " unusable" as used in the bases for
.

FOE /Audubon Contention II.

RESPONSE:-

" Unusable" means it cannot be used without endangering
the health and' safety of the user.



_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

.

103. Specify the recreational and educational purposes

for which land near the Indian Point units would be rendered

unusable by contamination as a result of an accident at

Indian Point.

RESPONSE:

Land near the Indian Point units would be rendered
unusable for any recreational and educational purposes.

104. State the probability of the occurrence of the

event described in Interrogatory No. 103, and provide all

documents which contain and/or pertain to the calculation

thereof.

RESPONSE:

See answer to interrogatory 85 and testimony of Dr.

Beyea and Mr. Palenik.

105. State for how long recreational, educational and

agricultural lands would be rendered unusable as described

in Interrogatory No. 103, and provide all documents which

pertain thereto.

RESPONSE:

See answer to interrogatory 86 and the testimony of

Drs. Pisello and Piccioni already submitted.

.

106. Specify the isotopes which FOE /Audubon contends

will enter the food chain through contaminated soil, and
provide all documents which pertain thereto.

._ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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RESPOE4SE s

,

All radionuclides'of hydrogen, carbon, sodium, phosphorous,

chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, rubidium,

strontium, yttrium, zirconium, niobium, molybdeum, technetium,

ruthenitim, rhenium, silver, tellurium, iodine, cesium, barium,

lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, tungsten, and neptur um

as listed in Table E-1 of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.109 will be

transferred from soil to plant roots.

107. State foc how long the lands and waterways in the

Indian Point area, if contaminated, would pose threats to .

the health of domestic animals and wildlife, and provide all

documents which pertain thereto.

RESPONSE:

The answer to interrogatory 99 applies equally to

domestic animals and wild animals.

I 108. Provide all documents which support and/or per-

| tain to the allegation that the loss of use of agricultural

'
and recreational lands cannot be mitigated by any feasible

i

means or emergency protection action.

RESPONSE:-

There is no precedent for the decontamination of a land

area of the size estimated in the submitted testimony of Drs.
Pisello and Piccioni and of Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik.

t

-_ -._. . _ . .- - -. _.
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Af firmed this 12th day' of July,1982.

'
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RICHARD M. HARTZMAN, ESQ.
' ' ' Counsel for F0E/Audubon

'

-

Friends of the_ Earth, Inc.
208 West 13th ' Street
New York, .New York 10011
(212) 675-5911
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Isaac Levi

Born: New York, New York. June 30, 1930.
i

Married. Two Children.

College and University Education:

B.A. N.Y.U. 1947 Philosophy; Minors: Greek and
Mathematics

M.A. Columbia 1953 Philosophy
'

Ph.D. Columbia 1957 Philosophy

Dissertation Supervisor: Ernest Nagel

Honors, Awards, Grants:

1947 Phi Beta Kappa

1947 Pi Mu Epsilon

1955-56 W.T. Bush Fellow, Columbia University

1962-63 N.S.F. Grant
.

1965-66 N.S.F. Grant

1966-67 GuggenheimFellowandhulbrightResearchScholar
in the United Kingdom

>

1968-69 N.S.F. Grant

1971-72 N.S.F. Grant

1973 N.S.F. Grant
Visiting Scholar, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge U.

| Employment:

1954-56 ,Rutgers U. (part time)-

1956-57 The City College
(lecturer) )1956-57 Columbia University lecturer

1957-58 Western Reserve U. Instructor)
1959-62 Western Reserve U. Assistant Professor)

! 1961 (Summer) Columbia U. (Visiting Associate Professor)
'

1962-64 The City College (Assistant Professor)
1964-67 Western Reserve U. (Associate Professor)
1967- Case Western Reserve U. (Full Professor)
1968-70 Case Western Reserve U. (Chairman, Department of Philosophy)
1970- Columbia University (Full Professor)
1973-76 Chairman, Department of Philosophy, Columbia University

,

*
__. _ _ _ _ _J
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Professional Organizations:

A. A.U. P. , A. P. A. , Assoc. of the Philosophy of Science,
Board of Governors of the Philosophy of Science Association, 1975-76.

Scholarly Activities:

In addition to publications appended to this vita, I have read
papers. at several professional meetings including the A.P. A.
Eastern and Western Divisions, The Br. Association for the
Philosophy of Science, and special conferences held at Salzburg,
Philadelphia, and London, Ontario. I have participated in several
other conferences and read invited papers at many Universities
including Oxford, Cambridge, London School of Economics, The
University of Helsinki, Columbia, Chicago, Rochester, Michigan,
Harvard, Boston University, Virginia, and others.

.
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Summary of activities from 1980.
_

Isaac Levi

1980 Visiting fellow at Darwin College, Cambridge.

Offered a course of lectures at Cambridge.

'- Gave two talks at Oxford, one at LSE, one at U. of Bradford and one
at U. of Warwick.

Gave a series of lectures at the University of Helsinki and received
a medal from the University

1981 Read papers at Rutgers U., Lehigh U. and at the Seminar on Bayesian
Inference at Carnegie-Mellon and fl.J. Philosophy Assoc. Also at
conference at Georgia Tech. on Information Theory.

1982 Read papers at the Universities of Chicago and Colorado and
Washington University.' Will read paper as part of symposium
at Philosophy of Science Association meetings in the fall.

1983 I am an invited speaker on the Foundations of Probability and Ind'uction
at the 1983 Congress of the Division of Logic, Methodology and Philpsophy
of Science, International Union of Ilistory and Philosophy of Science.
This congress will meet in Salzburg.

I have also been informed that my nar.te is"on the list of scientists
and scholars eligible for fellowships at the Center for Advanced'

Study in the Behavioral Sciences" . I have also u' een told that my
"narne has been placed on our tentat ive inster for" 1933-1984 But
otherwise ! have heard nothing. But there is a reacte possibility
that I shall request a leave to visit the Center at Stanford for
that period.

.
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.

1957

Doctoral Dissertation The Epistemologr of fl.*,tr Schlick under the supervision of
.

I~rnest Nagel, Columbia Unirersity (microfiter i

19511
.

*
Review of Roy liarrod. Foundations of Irductive Utic, Journal of Philosophy $$.
209-212.

1959

(a) *Putnam's Three Truth Values'. Philo.=phicalStudics18,65-69. 1

(b) Translation of R. Carnap, *The Old and the New Logic *,in brical Postrivhm (ed. by
A. J. Ayer)(Free Press).

* 1960
l

(a) *Must the Scientist Make Value Judgenents7*. Journal affhilosophy $7.345-57.
I suggest that although scientists may make value judgements the values may be

|
characteristic of the scientific enterprise and, therefore, different from moral, econo.

I
,

mic. political, prudential or other types of values.
|

(b) Translation of A. Meinong, *The Theory of Objects',in R. M. Chisholm (ed.), Realime |
and the Rackground of Phenomenology (Free Press) (with D. B. Terrell and R. M.

.
Chisholm).

.

1961l *
.

1

(a) *Decisim: Theory and Confirmation'.Journaloffhilowphy 511. 614-625. |

Bagdam. R J. fed.), 'lienvy E. Kyburg, Jr. & Isaac larr. 300 lin. .kKF*
Copyright C 1981 by D. Reidel Publishung Company.
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(b) Review of Almncwra Stu<hes in Phdowphy of Science, Vol. II. Journal of thdowt sh gus
$R.241 24R

(ci Review of I)anto and Morgenbesser (eds ), Phs/owph.r of Sricarc and I, || Madden (a) 'On potential Surprise *, Ratio it. 107 129
(ed t. The $rructurro/Scicatsfic Thought,Journalof thdowphr Sit. 3R7-390

My Grst essay on Shack 1c's theory of potential surprise. I'urther disciraion is found(d) Resiew of A Rapaport. righte, Games and I) chares. //arrard Educational Rcricw 31,
in IM7a.1972a.1979e and 19Rne

*

477 479
(b) *Recent Work in probabdity and Induction *(reviews of books by 1.1 Gooi1. flacking,

R. C. Jeffrey and 11 T6tnebohm) Synshcer16,234-244

1962

1%7
'On the Seriousness of Mistake (, Phdowphy ofSornce 29,47 65.

This was my f rst effort to construct decision theoretic models of scientific inference
(a) Gambling wish Truth (A. Knopf, New York)(reissued in paperback without revision in

'

utifiring cognitive or epistemic utihties along the lines suggested by 1960a Roth this 1973 by MIT Presst
paper and 1960a were written in ignorance of flempers writings on epistemic utihty. On pp 240-241 of this book. I wrote," Individuals and institutions strive to attain
The vagaries of publication resulted in a discussion of IIempel's work (l%1a) appear.

many objectives. At times, these ends conflict; at other times, they comptement one
ing in print before this paper. In point of fact.1961a was written after 1963a in which another. Philosophers legitimately ask questions about the relative importae.cc of,

I esplored the possibilities of construing Popper's corroboration measures as measures
different ends, including the vgnitive objectives of scienti6c inquiry. Ilut disparage.of espected epistemic utihty and proposed using rneasures of relevance as measures
ment of cognitise ends (even when there are grounds for it) ought not to disguiseof espected epistemic utility.
",self by reducing these ends to practical ones. Truth, information, esplanation,
simplicity are desiderata that are different from wealth, love, security, health, peace.
etc. They ought to be recognited as such. Such recognition is enhanced by showing1963 how the ends ofinquiry control the legitimacy ofinferences.**

In support of this view, I proposed an account of cognitive decision making design.
e

(a) Torroboration and Rules of Acceptance', British Journalfar the Thdowphr of Snence ed to accommodate a hmited range of problems. This secount was the cuirnination
13,307 313

of the esploration of accounts nf epistemic utility I had begun in 1960s.
tb) Review of I1. I.chlanc, Statisticaland Inductire Probabilitic.r. Journal of thdosophy 59, (b) ' Probability Kinematics', British Journalfor the rhdowrky ofScience iR. 197-209.

g g . 25, (c) 'Information and inference'. Synthcsc 17.369-91.
*

(c) Contribution to //arper's EnOTlopedia of Science.
This paper was written white I was reading proof on 1967a. It responded to proposals
of Ilintik k a and Pietarinen. T he most irnportant technical developrnent in it however,
is the modiGcation of the account of epistemic utility I proposed in 1967a. f=t parti.gg4
cular, I no longer required escry element of an ultimate partition to be as informative
as every other and, given this modification of the model, was prepared to entertain

(a) 'Itchef and Action'. The Alonist411, 306 316.
niending the scope of the applicability of the model to the question of reachingth) 'ftetief and Dispmilion'. Anscrican Phdowphical guarter/r I. 221-212 (with Sidney
conclusions concerning theoretical hypotheses 1967c ought to be read along with

*

Morgenbesser) ~ 1%7a-
This paper, written in collzboration with Sidney Morgenbesser, Grst proposes the
view of disposition predicates which I subsequently elaborated upon in 1%7a and' ,
1977b and which was adapted to furnish an account of statistical probabihty or
chance of the sort proposed in 1967a,1973b,1977a,1977b and 198Da

(c) ' Utility and Acceptance of IIypotheses', l'oice of America Forum 1.ccrures. Philowt y (a) Review of L liintik ka and p. Suppes (eds ). Aspects ofInductire inic. Britleh Journalh
7,, ,g, ps;;,,,p , ,g g,,,,,, ,,.g

of Science Scrics, No. 2. ,
(b) Review of W. Salmon. The Foundations of Scientrfc Inference, British Journalfor the

Philowphy of Science 19.259 6I.
*

I%5

(2) 'Ded uctive Cogency in inductive inference', Journal of thelowphy 62. 6b77. .

(b) 'llacking Salmon on Induction',Journalef thdowphy 63,4R1 -487.
(a) ' Confirmation. Linguistic invariance and Conceptual Innovation *, Syarheve 20. 48 55.

.

310
311
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(b) 'If Jones Only K new More'. Brtinh lourna/ fear the rhdowphy n/ Scirm e 20.153 159- To my k nowledge, this paper contains the first discussion of the idea that the confhet.
(c) 'Indaction and the Aims of Inquiry'. Philamphr. Srirare and MerknJ. &c.n: in Jfa** ing approaches to the Newcomb problem he viewed as invoking difTerent principles

o/ Ernest Norri.ed by S. Morgenbesser. P. Suppes.and M. White (St. Martin's Press). of es pected utility masimization. The idea is utuaHy attributed io Gibbard and i tarper
pp.92 lit although they themselves acknowledge that I suggested, as an alternative to the

(dl Review of The PrnAlem ofInductne lerer.ed. by I. Lakstos.Srnrhrse 20.143 142. ? Rayesian approach, calculating espected utilities using the unconditional distribution
(c) 'Are Statisticaill)pothews Covering Laws?.Sysr6rse 20. 297- 307. over states when states are causally independent of options. Gibbard and liarper

this paper queviems the widely held view that statements of chance or statistical appert to think their own proposal to be different from this. Ilowever, it is demons. I

probaNhty can serve ns lanlike rencrahrations in esplanation or that so called 'induc- trably equisalent given the assumptions about probaNblies of condrtionals they |
tive statntical esplanation' can be cogently regarded to be a species of covering law adopt. To be sure, there is an important difTerence I showed that in the case where the

fciplanation
*

demon is perfectly infs'nise the non Rayesian prescriptiors recommends the two bos
|

solution - which,in my view,is clearly absurd. Gibbard and liarper accept the absurd J,

implication with equanimity. The paper also points out that if one calculates probabi- jI"
hties using conditional probabilities of states on acts, there is no definite solution to

'Probabihty and I%idence'. Imhu rum. Arrepraner and Ratumal Relief. ed. by M Swain the Neuromb problem as stated by Norick and others. Norick thought otherwiw.

.

t Reidel. Dordres ht), pp.134 156.
! of states given options.

1971

I'7'
(1) ' Certainty Probabihty and Correction of Evidence', Nous 5,299 312.
(b) ' Truth Content and Ties *, fournala/ Philamphr Mt. R65 XM

(a) ' Acceptance Revisited *, in lecalInduction, ed. by R. Bogdan (Reidel. Dordrecht), pp.,
I-71.

'
1972 (b) 'A Parados for the Birds',in users in Afemory of Imre le4 ares, ed. by R. S. Cohen

tal ' potential Surprise in the Contest of Inquiry' in ('nterrarstr and Esperrations in
reonamics ' Dwn in /Innor of C. L. S ShacAfr. ed by C. F. Carter and J. L. Ford
tniackwell.Osford), pp 213-2% ' 1977

(b) Invited Comments on Churchman (pp 87 -94)and on Braithwaite (pp 56 61) Se rrm r.
Derrmm and l'alue, cd by J. Leach R. Butts and G peirce (Reidel. Dordrecht). (a) ' Direct inference' The lournaf of Philomph r 74. 5-29. |

Y' |This paper di4 cusses the important issue of direct inference from knowledge of.
chances or objective, statistical probabilities to judgements of credal probat$r .3"3 Aside from the pioneering discussions of Reichenbach and Fisher, the most thor
study of direct inference had been Kyburgs I advocated an approach alternatist

n) 'But Fair to Chance'. Journalof railowchr 70. 52-55. K yburg's and esplored some of the issues involved in the dispute. The topic is furthec #
.

'

(b) Review of D. fl. Melfor. The Afarrerofchaner.Thulosophical Reriew 2 .

,, ; ,,
(b) ' Subjunctives. Dispositions and Chances'.Srnrhrsr34.423-455. '; i '

1974 (c) *Four Types of Ignorance'. Sociat Research 44. 745-756. N
(d) *Fristemic Utility and the Evaluation of Esperiments' Philosophro/Sciencr 44,.,

'On Indeterminate Prnbabilities'. Journalof Philo<aphy 78. 391 -41R. 368 386.
'

r

T his is my first statement of an approach to probability judgment and decision theory .

,
*

involving a substantial departure from the Bayesian decision theory on which I had
reluctantly relied in 1967a 1978 G .4: .,

a

(a) ' Irrelevance', Foundations and Applurationr of Decision Thears. ed. by Ilooker, l.nacle,fIMS
and Mctinnen. Vol. I (Reidel. Dordrecht), pp. 263-275. M

(b) ' Coherence. Regularity and Conditional Probability',7%rory and Orrisitm 9. |-15. N;.
'Newcomb's Many problems'. Theory and perrsi,m 6.161 - 175. '

N7Lf
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fc) 'Confirmational Conditionahration' lournal of 1%dampe t 75. 710 737
utihty incatures are employed insicad This idea, together with an account of rationaltd) Reprint offl964hp andof(1977h)in t ripmirsoni.ed by R. Tuomela tReidet. Dordrecht)
choice grounded on a leticographically ordered series of criteria for the admissi.
bility of feauble options is elaborated upon in Chapters 6 9 lt responds to the boast
that Bayesian theory ofTers the most general approach asailable to decision making1979 ,

'
by offering a theory of far greater scope allowing strict Bayesian theory to be a special

f a) Translaten of(1967alinto Japanese (Kinokuniya Book Store. Tokyo) limiting case. Chapter 5 discusses some narrowly technical questions concerning 0

(b) ' Inductive Appraisal', Current Rescar,4 en Phelamphr of Scienre. ed by P. D Asquith probability and countable additivity. Chapter 10 discusses conditionaliration and

and il it Kt urg tPSA.135 1.ansing. Mich ) pp 339-351. irrelesance from the point of siew esplained in (1973a). Chapters 11 and I2 containh

(c) *Scrious Pombihty*, Tuart m //anour of JaaA An 1/entri Aa (Reidel. Dordrecht). pp the fullest account I have offered to date of my views on dispositionahty, ability and,

219 2% statistical probability or thance and of the relations hetween these 'ob)cctive' modali-

(d) * Abduction and Demands for Information', The f oric and I'preremoloer c/ Scientific ties and corresponding ' subjective' modalities. Chapter 12 discusses. in particular,
.

Change ed by i Niiniluoto and R. Tuomela (North flolland for Societas Phdosophica the important topic of direct inference Chapter 13 provides an account of how to
l'ennica. Amsterdam). pp 805 429 revise or to select prior states of credal probability judgement. Chapter 14 discusses

Many authors base complained about the relatisity of appraisals of inductise m- ways to rationalire fiducial inference from a Bayesian point of siew. Chapter 15. .

esplores flacking's specific version'of a Bayesian rationalization esploiting theferentes according to my theory to the choice of an ultimate partition of masimally !
comistent potential answers and to other contestual factors I ke degree of caution or notion of likelihood Seidenfeld's proof that llacking's effort and all other efforts to

boldness and appraisals of potential answers with respect to informational value. ! ' convert fiduciat inference to Bayesian inference are inconsistent is ciploited to show that

hase repeatedly insisted that this complaint points to a virtue of my approach rather flacking's law of likelihood cannot be used as a principle ofindudive logic as llacking
thought. Chapter 16 discusses the ideas of Fisher on the connection hetween fiducialthan to a defect. Iloweser.until I had developed the apparatus presented in (1980a),

I was not able to rise a systematic account of how confhets in the choice of ultimate inference and direct inference and Kyburg's original and ingenious efforts to elaborate

partition or in the salues of other contestual parameters are to be handled This an improved Fisherian theory. An alternative developed by A. P. Dempster is also

tep ' Support and Surprise: L L Cohen's view of Inductive Probabihty', Brereth Journal
-

considered. Chapter 17 discusses the approach to statistical theory deseloped bypaper olTers such an account.
Neyman. Pearson and Wald. The deficiencies claimed to be found in these theories

for the Phanwphy of Srienec 30. 279 - 292. are insoked in support of the approach to probabilistic reasoning advanced in Chapter
13. Chapter IR returns to some general themes about objectisity and contest de-
pendence applicable to the views about the revision of knowledge developed in
Chapters 1-3 and the views about revision of probability judgement developed ine1988 '
the light of the discussion of Chapters 4-17. The appendis on the Rasmussen Report

tal Dr Enterprise of Knaalcdge: An Eirar on Knauleder. Crrdal Probabihrr and Chaner illustrates some of the central themes of the book by reference to the methodological
iMI T. Cambridge. Mass ) approach used in the assessments of the reliability of backup systems in nuclear

This book has three objectises: to outline a view of the structure and aims ofinquiry plants according to the Rasmussen Report

without seeking foundations for k nowledge or the naturalization of epistemology, to g . induction as Self Correcting Accordmg to Peirce'. Scerme. Schef and Schariaur,
Essars m honor of R. B. Braithm aire,ed by D.11. Mellor (Cambridge), pp. 127-140.elaborate a nosel account of probabihty judgement, utdity judgement and ratirnal ,

g
choice as part of this approach to an account of inquiry, and finally to esploit the gcy , Potential Surprise: Its Role in Inference and Decision-Making *, Applications ofInduc-

| proposals made in a critical resiew of diverse responses to some central problems of rire Logic,ed. by L J. Cohen and M. Ilesse(Clarendon. Oxford) pp. I-27. Also replies
I statistical theory. to comments by P. Teller,11. E. Kyburg, R. G. Swinburne and L J. Cohen and com-

Chapters 1 -3 esplain in some detail the epistemological outlook which motisated ments on papers by R. Giere,J. Dorling.1 E. Adler and R. Bogdan -
(d) 'Incognisables', Synthese 45,413-427..

'(1967a) as modified ty the esplicit endorsement of epistemological infallibilism
first advanced ir >l98?) These chapters contain comments on the views of Quine, This paper together with (1980b) presents a view of Peirce based on a more accurate

Kuhn.?cyrm e t. Peirce and Popper mhich are further developed in Chapter lg and reading of Peirce's ideas on probability and statistical inference than is usually
in the appendit Chapter 4 contains an oversiew of my approach to probabilistic found in the philosophical literature. In particular,(1980b) shows that Peirce had, as

reasoning This is elaborated upon in considerable detail in Chapters 5-10 and early as 1878, elaborated the Neyman-Pearson technique of confidence interval

Chapter 13 The central feature is the relasation of the strict Bayesian requirement estimation for the binomial case and had an accurate appreciation of the conditions

that states of probability judgement (credal states) be representable by unique pro- of its applicability. Moreover, testual evidence is adduced in support of the view

bability measures and states of valuation be representable by utility measures un que (which Reichenbach himself shared) that Peirce's view ofinduction as self correcting

up to positise imear transformations. Conves sets of probability measures and of was not an anticipation of Reichenbach's own view and does not rely on any dubious
vindication arguments.
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Discussions,9gg

'

(a) On Aucssing Accident Risks in U S. Commercial Nuclear power Plants', So<ial Adier. J E.,'The Waluation of Risal Inductise Logit<,in L J. Cohen and liesse (eds ),
, ,,,,4, Arrhrattone of inductaw f reer (Clarendon Press, Oxford.1980), pp 383 -384, 386n,

(b) *Shoukt flayeuans Sometimes NcF ect Base 8tatest, The Schamraland Bram Srwn, rv i .u7 390,39.tn. 403n, and Toraments", er. ris., pp 419 4211.l
? Cardwell, C., 'Gamblmg for Content', J. Phd. 6R (1971), RN).864.

! Cohea, L J., *llow Fmpiricalis Contemporary Logical Empiritism', Philosophia 5 (1975),
p. 359ff; The Prohahre and the Prorahir (Oxford.1977), pp 66.124,316ff; Comments oni

| Levi's ' Potential Surprise: Its Role in inference and Decision. Making *, in Cohen and

tal 'thswnance and Consistency Accordmg to Shackle and Shafer*, PSA f l97Rh 11 Hemeds L op en , pp 64- 66;*What lias Inductive Logic to Do With Causahty', Cohen

ths Retu u.nf Ihenry and f.e hiena e by C. G|y mour. Phrlasot re al prrren . **'' II'"' I'O' L *P' ''''' P' I 5 I' I II *h

tc) Review of Vol 2 of Aruders m Inda riw fegu and Prohahihsy, ed by R. C. Jeffrey. Gaa J.C.,* Moral Autonomy and the Rationality of Science' Phil. Sci.44(1977),513-541. I
Gibbard, A. and liarper, W. L,'Counterfactuals ard Two Kinds M ripected Utility *,inPhilamphical Rrrien

(d) 'I.iherty and Welfare' % appear in Reyond Utihrerianism, ed by A K. Sen and foundati<wn and Arrhronone of Decision Theory, ed. by C A. Ifooker, J. J. leach and
E. F. Mc Lennen (Reidel. Dordrecht; 197Rh Notes 18 and 12, p.161.RWW

Giere, R..'l nundations of Probability and Statistical Inference *, Current Arscarch in Phihn,(e) Tscape from lioredom: F dification According to Rorty', Cana<han Journalof Phdosa-
i sorhy n/Scirner, ed. by P. D. Asquith and 11. E. K yhurg. PS.4 (1979), pp. $12 - 519

(f) Re new of Chanar, Rrawn and Cauer by A. Burks Goosens, K., A Critique of Epistemic Utilities', Encal Induction, ed. by R. J. Bogdan
7 P' - ,' 'p p(p) ' Direct inference and Confirmational Conditionahration', Philawrhy of Srience.

Relief and Behaviour: Essays in hanour of R. B. Avaithwaire. ed. by D.11. Mellor
(Cambrut e U. Press, Cambridge,1990), p.153.t

1987 liesse, M., nr Structure of Scientsfr Inferrnre (U. of Cal. Press, Berkeley,1974). p. |12
and 122n.

Truth, Fallibility and the Growth of Knowledge', which is to appear in the Boston liitpinen R., Rules of Accrrrance and inductive brir (North-flolland Amsterdam,1968),e

Co!!oquium volume ' Language, Logic and 4fethod' with a discussion by L Scherner pp.g3,93,94 goa,
and A Margalit The editor has promised that it won'd appear within a year since Ilintikka, J. and Pietarinen, J., ' Semantic Information and Inductive Logic *, in Aspert
1975 when it was initially submitted ie him.

The paper itself was first written and delivered orally in 1971.
, i off,idursive hgic, ed. by J liintikka and P. Suppes (North-flolland, Amsterdam,1966),

pp. %,107- 108.
1his paper is the first empression of an important modification of the epistemo- liutchison, T. W., *Posisire' Pronomics and Policy Ohjertires (Allan and Unwin, London,

logical outlook I had advanced in (1967a) and had elaborated upon in (1970) and 1964),p.103n.
(1971a) I draw a distinction hetween the corrigibihty of knowledge (which I accept) i Jeffrey, R. C., 'Dracula Meets Wolfman: Acceptance vs Partial Belier, in induction,
and its fathhility (which I deny). I explain why Peirce and Popper must reject the Accretager and Rati<ma18thef. ed. by M. Swain. (Reidel, Dordrecht,1970). pp 157-185.
distinction as I understand it because of their shared outlook concerning the ultimate Kyburg,II. E., *Recent Work in Inductive Logic'. APO I (1964), p. 9;' Conjunctivitis *, in
aims of scientific inqu;nes Elements of the point of view of this paper are presented m | M. Swain, cf. cit.. pp. 191-215;' Local and O'ohal Induction *, in foral Indurrion, ed.
(1976a) and (1977h) (19Roa) elaborates upon it in detail.

.. by Bogdan, pp. 191 -215; ' Chance',1, of Philosophical kric 5 (1976), pp. 363, 365, 366,
In procrit: Papers on decision making under unresolved confhct and collective decision 371-376,3R9-392; ' Propensities and Probabilities', in Diirositions, ed. by R. Tuomela

making. (Reidel. Dordrecht,1978), pp. 277,284-285,289,295 299; Randomness and the Right1

Reference Class', J. Phil. 74 (1977), 501-521; 'Conditionalintion*, J. Phil. 77 (1980), I

t 99-104,113-114. I
Critical I.iterature '

'

leach, James * Explanation and Value Neutrality *, R/PS 19(1964),93-10R.
l chter, K., ' Induction Consensus, Catastropl e', in R. Rogdan of. cit., pp. 131-143; |Reuews of (lambhng utrh Truth (1967); 3. Itacking, Synrhrer 17 (1967L 444-448; R. C. g g g. g g;g, g,

Jeffrey,J Ph,I. 6%(196th 313 322; K. l.chrer, Nou_ s 3 (,%9h 2M -297; J. Mackie, R/PS pp.133,140; ' Justification. Esplanation and Induction *, in M. Swain, op. cit., pp.109,
19 (1968),261;D Miller, JSL 36 (1978),31R-320.

120
Reviews of The Enscrprise of Knonfedre (1980): D. V. Lindley, Narurr (Nov. 6,1980); {

d!or, D.11., De Afatter of,y g(Cambrid e U. Press, Cambridge,1971), pp. l. 79;
Chaner tR Swinburne, Times thgher Education SurrIrmrat (Oct. 3,1980); A. Margeht. Temes g gg g ;.

,

Esrrrarr Supp/cment (l'ch. 27,19R I). 237. |

#
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Michalos. A., ' Estimated Utility and Corrohoration' #1PS 16 (1966). 327-331; ' Cost
l>nefst vs Utikty Acceptance Rule <. Easton Studies in the Philasaphs af Science. Vol
VillIReidel Dordres he 1971). pp 377. 3RI 3R6.

Niiniluoto, l.. * Inquiries. Problems and Questions: Remarks on Local Induction *,in leral
Inductum, ed. by R. Rogdan, pp. 263-296; Scientific Progress'. Ssnrhrse 45 (1980).
427 462. I

Rosenk ranti. R. D * Cognitive Decision Theory'. in localIndurren, ed. by R. J. Bogdan,
pp. 73 92; and Inferener, Deritton and Aferhod IReidel. Dordrecht.1977).p 115 and INDF.X OF N AMES
Chapter 12.

Schick. F. 'T hree 1.ogics of Relief'. in M. Swain, op. rir pp 6 26; and 'Self. Knowledge,
Vagueness and Choice'. RJPS 38 (1979). 246ff.

Seidenfeld. T., Phan<nphical Problems of Statistoral inference iReidel. Dordrecht.1979),
pp. 5, 7. 25.100.166.183. IR4.192.199. 200; Review of II. E. Kyburg*s The Lopeal ~

Toundarians of Statisticalinferener. in J. Phd. 74 (19771. 52. 53. 54. 5R 60;'Why I am net
an Ohjectise H.igsian'. Theory and Derition il (1979). 413-440. Rigelow. R. 47 Morgenhester. S. IR) IR4.1R6-18R 210*

Shimony". A., On Two rpistemological Theses of Thomas Kuhn'in Essays sin Afemory of Braithwaite. R. R 210 213

Imre IAarns, ed. by R. S. Cohen. P. K. Feyerabend. and M. W. Wartofsky (Reidel.
.
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